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ABSTRACT 
This paper discusses an extension of the pipelined Givens method for computing 
the QR factorization of a real m X n matrix to the case in which the matrix is sparse. 
When restricted to one process, the algorithm performs the same computation as the 
serial sparse Givens algorithm of George and Heath. Our implementation is compati- 
ble with the data structures used in SPARSPAIL The pipelined algorithm is well suited 
to parallel computers having globally shared memory and low-overhead synchroniza- 
tion primitives, such as the Denelcor HEP, for which computational results are 
presented. We point out certain synchronization problems that arise in the adaptation 
to the sparse setting and discuss the effect on parallel speedup of accessing a serial 
data file. 
*Work supported in part by the Applied Mathematical Sciences subprogram of the Office of 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper discusses an extension of the pipelined Givens method for 
computing the QR factorization of a real m X n matrix to the case where the 
matrix in question is sparse. This method is described for the dense case in 
[3]. The algorithm presented here has been implemented on the Denelcor 
HEP. The implementation has been carefully designed to be fully compatible 
with the data structures used in SPARSPAK [a], and, when restricted to one 
process, it performs the same computation as the serial code of George and 
Heath [6]. The Denelcor HEP is particularly well suited for such an imple- 
mentation because it offers the possibility of very fine-grain parallelism 
through low-overhead synchronization primitives. We point out certain syn- 
chronization problems that arise within the adaptation to the sparse case. 
Moreover, we discuss certain problems that arise in a practical setting 
concerning access of data from a serial file on disk that are not normally 
discussed within the context of algorithmic performance. 
2. THE DENELCOR HEP COMPUTER 
Our experiments were carried out on the Denelcor HEP computer located 
at Argonne National Laboratory. The Denelcor HEP is the first commercially 
available machine of the MIMD variety. It provides a way for multiple 
instruction streams to operate on multiple data streams concurrently. It 
supports tightly coupled parallel processing and is quite different from an 
SIMD machine, such as a vector or array processor. The fully configured 
computing system offered by Denelcor consists of up to 16 processing 
elements (PEMs) sharing a large global memory through a crossbar switch. 
Within a single PEM, parallelism is achieved through pipelining independent 
serial instruction streams called processes. These processes are invoked through 
a create mechanism that is similar to a subroutine call. The create mechanism 
involves roughly the same overhead as a subroutine call, but control does not 
transfer to the created subroutine. Instead, execution of the created sub- 
routine begins immediately, while the instruction stream of the creating 
program continues execution. The principal pipeline that handles the numeri- 
cal and logical operations consists of synchronous functional units that have 
been segmented into an eight-stage pipe. The storage functional unit (SFU) 
operates asynchronously from this execution pipeline. Processes are synchro- 
nized through marking memory locations corresponding to asynchronozls 
variables with the full or empty state. This means that a process requesting 
access to a memory location corresponding to an asynchronous variable may 
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be blocked until that location is marked full by another process. Such 
suspension of a process takes place only in the SFU and therefore does not 
interfere with other processes that are ready to execute instructions. Asynch- 
ronous variables are declared and managed by the FORTRAN program using 
intrinsic function and subroutine calls to mark the locations full or empty. 
These calls are expanded in line and represent a few assembly-language 
instructions. The reader is referred to [13] for further details on the HEP 
architecture. 
3. COMPUTING THE QR FACTORIZATION 
A parallel algorithm must partition the work to be done into tasks or 
processes that can execute concurrently in order to exploit the computational 
advantages offered by a parallel computer. These cooperating processes 
usually have to communicate with each other, for example, to claim a unique 
identifier or to satisfy data dependency rules. This communication takes place 
at synchronization points within the instruction streams defining the process. 
The amount of work in terms of number of instructions that may be 
performed between synchronization points is referred to as the granularity of 
a task. The need to synchronize and to communicate before and after parallel 
work may have great impact on the overall execution time of the program. 
Whenever possible, the synchronization mechanism must avoid forcing ex- 
ecuting processes to become idle while waiting for others to complete their 
computation. Moreover, the algorithm must be carefully designed to avoid 
serial modes of execution. 
In [3] three parallel variations of the QR factorization were examined: the 
Householder, windowed Householder, and pipelined Givens methods. Con- 
currency was exploited in the Householder method by expressing the factori- 
zation in terms of two high-level modules: multiplication of a vector by a 
matrix and addition of a rank-one matrix to a matrix. Column operations 
involved in these two computations were performed in parallel using a 
fork-join synchronization. That is, the serial instruction stream was “forked” 
into several streams that operated in parallel to apply a Householder transfor- 
mation, and then “joined” into a serial stream at the end of the application. 
The windowed Householder method is an attempt to reduce the serial 
bottleneck introduced by the fork-join synchronization required at the begin- 
ning and end of each major reduction step of the Householder method. The 
method creates a fixed number of processes that compete either to compute 
or to apply Householder transformations to appropriate columns of the matrix 
in a round-robin fashion. The idea here is to set up a pool of tasks to be done 
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and let the active processes claim tasks from that pool. The pipelined Givens 
method represents an attempt to capture the efficiency of a dataflow al- 
gorithm [5, 141, but utilizes processes at a level of granularity that is coarser 
than traditional dataflow algorithms. In this algorithm a process is responsible 
for claiming a row of the matrix and reducing it to zero by the Givens method 
[9, 111. These computations may be pipelined in a fairly straightforward way. 
This method achieved the best performance of the three variants because it 
required half as many data references and because it did the best job of 
keeping all processes busy. An important feature, however, is that the 
synchronization pattern may be naturally adapted to the algorithm of George 
and Heath [6] to compute the QR factorization of a sparse matrix. 
4. THE PIPELINED GIVENS METHOD 
The algorithm we are about to present is inspired by the dataflow and 
systolic array algorithms proposed and investigated in [4,5, 141. The idea is to 
construct a parallel algorithm with the granularity of a few FORTFXN state- 
ments between synchronization points, rather than individual arithmetic 
operations as in the more traditional dataflow algorithms. The concept is quite 
similar in spirit to the large-grained dataflow techniques proposed by Babb 
[2]. However, the details of the implementation are quite different from 
Babb’s systematic graphical programming approach. The method we present 
assumes a globally shared memory together with a low-overhead synchroniza- 
tion mechanism as attributes of the target architecture for this algorithm. The 
HEP is, of course, the machine that is principally considered. However, the 
algorithm would be applicable to any architecture that would support a model 
of computation containing these two features. 
The pipelined Givens method is well suited to the architecture and 
synchronization mechanism of the HEP. The reasons for this are twofold. As 
demonstrated by the computational results presented in [3], memory refer- 
ences play a far more important role in determining algorithm performance 
on the HEP than they do on serial machines. The Givens algorithm requires 
half as many array references as the Householder method. In addition, the 
pipelined Givens method offers a greater opportunity to keep many (virtual) 
processors busy because it does not employ a fork-join synchronization 
mechanism and does not have the inherent serial bottlenecks present in the 
Householder method. Moreover, there is an opportunity to adjust the level of 
granularity through the specification of a certain parameter (discussed below) 
in order to mask synchronization costs with computation. 
The serial variant of the Givens method that we consider is as follows. 
Given a real m X m matrix A, the goal of the algorithm is to apply 
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elementary plane rotations Gi j that are constructed to annihilate the jith 
element of the matrix A. Such a matrix may be thought of as a 2~ 2 
orthogonal matrix of the form 
where a2 + y2 = 1. If 
represents a 2 X n matrix, then, with proper choice of y and (I, a zero can be 
introduced into the /3-position with left multiplication by G. When embedded 
in the n x n identity, the matrix Gij is of the form 
Gij = Z + D,,, 
where all elements of Dij are zero except possibly the ii, ij, ji, and jj 
entries. The matrices Gi j are used to reduce A to upper triangular form in the 
following order: 
(G,,,,, . . G,A,,) ... (G-I,, feign%,) 
The order of the zeroing pattern may be seen in the 6 ~5 example of 
Figure 1, where the symbol X denotes a nonzero entry of the matrix and the 
symbol CZCJ~ means that entry is zeroed out by the kth transformation, This 
order is important if one wishes to “pipeline” the row reduction process. 
Pipelining may be achieved by expressing R as a linear array in packed form 
by rows and then dividing this linear array into equal-length pipeline seg- 
ments. A process is responsible for claiming an unreduced row of the original 
matrix and reducing it to zero by combining it with the existing R-matrix 
using Givens transformations. A new row may enter the pipe immediately 
after the row ahead has been processed in the first segment. Each row 
proceeds one behind the other until the entire matrix has been processed. 
However, these rows cannot be allowed to get out of order, once they have 
entered the pipe, because of data dependencies. The synchronization required 
to preserve this order is accomplished using an array of asynchronous 
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FIG. 1. Zeroing pattern of the Givens method. 
variables, with each entry of the array protecting access to a segment of the 
pipe. A process gains access to the next segment by emptying the correspond- 
ing asynchronous variable before releasing the ownership of the segment it 
currently occupies. Granularity may be adjusted to hide the cost of this 
synchronization by simply altering the length of a segment. Segment 
boundaries do not correspond to row boundaries in R. This feature has the 
advantage of balancing the amount of work between synchronization points 
but the disadvantage of having to decide on one of two possible computations 
at each location within a segment: compute a transformation or apply one. 
The method is more easily grasped if one considers the following three 
diagrams. In Figure 2 we represent the matrix A in a partially decomposed 
state. The upper triangle of the array contains the current state of the 
triangular matrix R. The entries (a (Y (Y (Y o) and the entries (/3 /3 p p /3) 
represent the nonzero components of the next two rows of A that must be 
reduced. 
A natural way to pipeline this reduction process is shown in Figure 3. 
There we see the row (a (Y LY (Y LX) being passed through the triangle R 
during the reduction process, with the row (/I fl /? /3 p) flowing im- 
FIG. 2. Partially reduced matrix. 
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FIG. 3. Pipelined row reduction. 
mediately behind it. The position of the /?-row and the a-row interleaved 
within the rows of R is meant to indicate that they are ready to be combined 
with the first and second rows of R respectively. The first entry of the a-rows 
has been zeroed by computing and applying the appropriate Givens transfor- 
mation as described above, and we are ready to zero out the second entry. In 
a serial algorithm this a-row would be completely reduced to zero before 
beginning to reduce the b-row. However, this process may be pipelined by 
beginning to combine the prow with the first row of R as soon as the Ly-row 
is ready to be combined with the second row of R. Since the first row of R is 
modified during the introduction of a zero in the first position of the a-row, it 
is important that the processing of the p-row be suitably synchronized with 
the processing of the a-row. In practice, after initial startup, there would be n 
rows in the pipe throughout the course of the computation. 
A disadvantage suffered by the scheme we have just described is that the 
granularity becomes finer as the process advances, because the length of the 
nonzero entries in a row of R decreases. A better load balance and a natural 
way to adjust the granularity may be achieved by considering the matrix R as 
a linear array divided into segments of equal length. In Figure 4 we depict 
this linear array with natural row boundaries marked with : and pipe 
segments marked with I. The length of a segment is 
I n( n + 1)/2 number of segments 1 ’ 
The number of segments is an adjustable parameter in the program. The 
a-row and p-row are represented as in Figure 3, with the a-row entering the 
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FIG. 4. R as a segmented pipe. 
second segment and the /?-row entering the first segment. The difference 
between this scheme and the one depicted in Figure 3 is that the o-row is not 
fully combined with the first row of R before processing of the p-row is 
begun. To keep the rows in order, a row must gain entry to the next segment 
before releasing the current segment. If the number of segments is equal to 
the number of nonzero elements of R, then this algorithm reduces to a variant 
of the more traditional dataflow algorithm presented in [5, 141. Computa- 
tional experience reported in [3] indicates that performance is not extremely 
sensitive to this parameter. The optimal length of a segment appeared to be 
around n, but performance degraded noticeably only with extremely large or 
extremely small segment lengths. 
Another interesting algorithm that differs from the zeroing patterns of 
the Gentleman-Kung [S] and Sameh-Kuck [14] approaches is due to Lord, 
Kowalik, and Kumar [12]. Their algorithm also has the feature that is 
easily folds onto p < n processors, although they analyze the behavior with 
p = (n - 1)/2. While their algorithm seems to have favorable characteristics 
for use with banded n X n systems, it does not seem appropriate for the 
general sparse case, and they do not discuss decomposition of rectangular 
matrices. 
5. THE SPARSE SETTING 
We now turn to the main point of interest in this discussion, the case 
when the matrix A is large and sparse. Specifically, we assume that the 
matrix 
ATA 
is suitably sparse. In this case there are well-established techniques [S] for 
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FIG. 5. Sparse data structure of R. 
determining a permutation matrix P such that 
PTATAP = RTR 
has a sparse Cholesky factor R. This permutation is obtained from the 
symbolic nonzero structure of the matrix A and is designed to reduce the 
number of nonzeros in the factor R as much as possible. It is of considerable 
interest to parallelize this symbolic step of the factorization procedure, but for 
this discussion we have concentrated only on parallelizing the numerical 
portion of the algorithm, which consists of applying Givens transformations to 
the matrix AP to produce R. 
The algorithm is virtually identical to the serial algorithm. There are some 
notable exceptions, however, an explanation of which requires an understand- 
ing of the data structure for R as illustrated in Figure 5. The RNZ array 
contains the off-diagonal nonzero entries of R in packed form. It is evident 
that the EWZ array lends itself to the same segmentation and that the row 
reduction process may be pipelined in almost exactly the same way as the R 
array in the dense case. The natural row boundaries are determined by the 
array XRNZ. The ith entry of this array points to the location of the first 
nonzero in the ith row of the full array R. The arrays NZSUB and XNZSUB are 
used to determine the column indices of entries in FWZ as described in [6]. 
The RNZ array is divided into equal length segments as shown in Fig- 
ure 6. 
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FIG. 6. mz as a segmented pipe. 
Just as in the dense case, a process is responsible for claiming a row and 
then combining it with the current I? array using Givens transformations. 
These processes synchronize as before: The first nonzero of the unreduced 
row is determined, the location of the segment containing the corresponding 
row boundary in RNZ is determined, entry is gained to that segment (by 
reading an asynchronous variable on the HEP), and then the row reduction is 
started. To preserve the correctness of the factorization, once the pipeline has 
been entered by a process, it must stay in proper order. A process keeps itself 
in proper order by gaining access to the next segment before releasing the 
segment it currently owns. In the dense case, every process has work to do in 
every segment. In the sparse case, however, there may be segments where no 
work is required because the sparsity pattern of the row currently being 
reduced allows it to skip several rows of R. This phenomenon is best 
understood when illustrated by example. Consider a row which has the initial 
nonzero structure 
a=(0 a 0 (Y 0 0 o), 
and suppose this row is to be reduced to zero against the nonzero R structure 
shown in Figure 5 with RNZ segmented as shown in Figure 6. The first 
nonzero of the row (Y is in position 2, so it is first combined with row number 
2. This row starts at position 3, as indicated by the second entry of XRNZ, and 
position 3 is in segment number 2 in RNZ. The diagonal entry pas is used 
together with the first nonzero in cx to compute the Givens transformation, 
and then this transformation is applied to the element pa4 together with the 
entry in the 4th position of CL No fill is created in (Y, so after the application 
there is one nonzero at position 4. This means that row 3 may be skipped. 
Row 4 begins in the 6th position of RNZ, which is in segment 3. Entry is 
gained to segment 3, and then segment 2 is released and the factorization 
proceeds. In this example the next row boundary required happened to be in 
the adjacent segment. In general, however, there might be several segments 
between the relevant row boundaries. In that case, entry into each of the 
intervening segments must be gained and released to ensure that the proper 
order is maintained between the various rows being processed. 
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6. SOME PRACTICALITIES 
The organizational details of the program are as follows. We assume that 
the data structure for R has been determined by reading a file on disk that 
has the number of nonzeros, location of nonzeros, and values of nonzeros for 
each row of the matrix A, with one row occupying each record of the file. 
Once the nonzero structure of the matrix has been input and the permutation 
for sparsity has been determined, then the pipelined Givens method may be 
applied. The subroutine SPFLOW is responsible for the overall computation. It 
creates NPROC copies of the subroutine WORK running in parallel, and each 
copy of wont executes the following sequence of instructions: 
subroutine work 
lock 
read a record: nsubs, subs, values 
unlock 
scatter values into a fill vector a 
call rowred(. . . , a, . . .) 
end 
The lock and unlock create a critical section around the reading of the next 
record from the file. On the HEP this is implemented by emptying and then 
filling an asynchronous variable designated to protect access to this serial file. 
Implicitly, there are NPROC copies of the subroutine ROWRED working in 
parallel. The row-reduction calculation and the synchronization mechanism 
described in Section 5 are implemented within the ROWRED routines. Each of 
these subroutines shares the data structure described in Figure 5, but each 
needs local copies of work space to contain the current nonzero subscripts 
and corresponding entries of the row being reduced. These change during the 
course of the reduction, and currently space is allowed for complete inter- 
mediate fill. This means that two vectors of length n must be reserved for 
each virtual process (there are NPROC of these). This can be a considerable 
storage requirement and is the subject of plans for future improvement of the 
algorithm. 
Another issue is the serial bottleneck induced by placing the reading of a 
record inside a critical section. This severely limits possible speedup. If we 
merely wish to investigate the merits of the algorithm, we can assume the file 
is in fast store (i.e., data memory on the HEP) and only claim a row subscript 
in the critical section. We have obtained computational results with this 
algorithm in both cases, which are reported in the following section. In a 
more practical setting we wish to investigate the possibility of breaking the 
serial file into a number of smaller files corresponding to NPROC and read the 
files in parallel. This remains to be done, however. 
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7. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
Limited computational experience with this algorithm has been obtained 
using two generated test problems. These test problems have been described 
earlier by George, Heath, and Plemmons in [7], so we shah be brief in 
describing them here. The first generator produces problems that are typical 
of those that would arise in the natural factor formulation of the finite-element 
method [l], and the second produces problems that typify those arising in 
geodetic adjustment problems [lo]. One should consult these references for 
the physical problems and corresponding mathematical models that give rise 
to matrices with the same structure as our test problems. We shah only 
provide the details necessary to characterize their size and shape. 
The finite-element test problems are associated with a CJ X q grid placed 
upon a rectangular region which results in partitioning the rectangle into 
(4 - 1)2 smaller rectangles. Associated with each of the q2 grid points is a 
variable, and associated with each small rectangle are four equations in the 
four variables associated with the gridpoints defining the corners of that 
rectangle. Thus, the associated coefficient matrix is [m = 4( 9 - 1)2] X [n = q2] 
0 
d 
1 I 1 1 
0.0 a.0 4.0 &OF m&m 10.0 0.0 14.0 
FIG. 7. Speedup for SPFLOW. W: finite element. V: geodetic network. 
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and has a staggered block structure if the gridpoints are ordered left to right 
and bottom to top. 
The geodetic adjustment problems involve a 9 X q mesh that may be 
viewed as being composed of 92 “junction boxes” connected to their neigh- 
bors by chains of length I. There are 592 +29(9 - 1)[3(I - 1) + 11 vertices in 
the mesh, and two variables are associated with each of these vertices. There 
are n equations in the four variables associated with the endpoints of an edge 
and n equations associated with each triangle in the six variables correspond- 
ing to vertices of a triangle. Thus, the resulting least-squares problems involve 
n = 10q2 +49(9 - 1)[3(I - l)+ l] variables and m = 4[1292 +29(9 - 1) 
(111 - l)] observations. The reader would benefit from viewing the figures in 
[7, p. 4261. 
Our tests include one example from each area. We report speedup of 
algorithmic performance on these fixed problems as a function of the number 
of processes applied to them in the graph shown in Figure 7. The formula we 
use here for calculating speedup S(P) is S(P) = T,/T,, where Tp is the time 
to do the calculation with P processes active. The timing interval surrounded 
the call to SPFLOW and included overhead involved in creating the WORK 
routines, but did not include the call to the back-substitution routine that was 
not parallelized. A speedup of 8 on a single-PEM HEP system indicates 
maximal use of the available parallelism. Usually, more than eight active 
processes are necessary to occupy fully the &stage execution pipeline and 
realize this performance. In Figure 7 we show results with the matrix held in 
core. The critical section in the subroutine WORK is then reduced to two 
FORTRAN statements that are used to allow a process to claim a unique row 
index. The problem sizes were m = 784 by n = 225 with four nonzero entries 
per row in the finite-element problem, and m = 360 by n = 186 with a 
maximum of six nonzero entries per row in the geodetic network problem. 
These are rather small examples compared to those arising in practice. The 
results were obtained on the single-PEM HEP computer at Argonne National 
Laboratory using the FORTRAN f77 compiler under a prerelease version of the 
upx operating system. 
The same test problems were run with the disk access left inside the 
critical section as described in Section 6. In this case speedup was severely 
limited. A maximum speedup of around 3 was achieved for the finite-element 
problem, and a maximum speedup of 2 was achieved for the geodetic-network 
problem. We have already discussed some ideas for overcomming this serial 
bottleneck. We feel this is an important practical issue in large-scale comput- 
ing that deserves attention. 
We advise caution when interpreting the results shown in Figure 7. 
Speedup calculations can be misleading in general, and very misleading on 
the HEP in particular. All of the programs were written in FORTRAN. As 
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shown in [15], drastic improvements in performance are possible by coding 
computationally intense portions of an algorithm in assembly language or in 
the c language. Much of this is due to the fact that a state-of-the-art 
optimizing compiler is not yet available for the HEP. Such improvements may 
alter the above results by effectively increasing the relative cost of synchroni- 
zation. We also note that a better notion of speedup might be to compare the 
time of the best serial algorithm with the time of the parallel algorithm using 
P processes. The time Ti used above includes synchronization overhead that 
would not be present in a serial algorithm. 
Nevertheless, we are encouraged by these results. This appears to be a 
very practical way of exploiting parallelism in the difficult setting of sparse- 
matrix calculations. We expect the results to hold up when an optimizing 
compiler is in place, despite our words of caution. The most important 
algorithmic question in our view concerns the need to synchronize when no 
computation is actually taking place in a segment. We have not quantified 
this effect here, but it is likely that certain sparse-matrix structures will be ill 
suited for this algorithm because the rows will typically take large jumps 
when being processed against the RNZ array. However, it certainly seems 
effective in cases of very regular patterns such as the finite-element example 
shown above. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
We find the pipelined Givens method to be a very desirable algorithm on 
several counts. It makes efficient use of the architecture of the HEP and other 
global-memory machines. It adapts to the sparse case in a natural way, and it 
performs precisely the same numerical calculations as a serial Givens method. 
Moreover, the data structure used is identical to one used in SPARSPAK [8], so 
this algorithm may be easily intergrated into an existing software package. 
The order in which the rows of the matrix are received makes no difference to 
the outcome of the calculation, and this feature lends itself well both to the 
synchronization scheme and to the possibility of removing the serial-file 
bottleneck. Finally, the basic algorithm and the synchronization mechanism 
are extremely simple. 
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